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Shellie’s Stash

Embroidery of the Month
Tuesday April 13, 10-2
Saturday, April 17, 10-2
(Embroidery of the Month is usually the 2nd Tues and 3rd Sat of
each month)

joining us now and we have missed
you! We look forward to seeing our
friends that have been home-bound.
We have lots of fun things happening
and can’t wait to share them with all
y’all.

Pillow of the Month
Wednesday April 14, All day
Duck Duck Goose Block of
Month
Wednesday April 21, All day
Red, White and Bloom
Kimberbell’s Patriotic Quilt
Mondays April 26- May 24 All
Day 5 Mondays in a Row we will
complete the Red White & Bloom
Wall Quilt
Kimberbell One Day Event
Summer Nights
Friday April 7, All day
Embroidery of the Month
Tuesday May 11, 10-2
Saturday May 15, 10-2
(Embroidery of the Month is usually the 2nd Tues and 3rd Sat of
each month)
Beginning Kids Camp
June 21-25, 9-1
Sign ups have started
Space is Limited
Advanced Kids Camp
July 5-9, 9-1
Sign ups have started

pring is here and
things are budding
and bursting into life!
I am excited to see the
changes that are happening now.
After the past year, it feels as
though we have been thru a
LONG winters nap. And now it
is time to wake and find joy in
the new season.
It has been delightful to see all
the quilts and projects y’all have
been working on and finishing.
We have lots of new stuff
coming in every day and I am
excited about the new classes
and projects that we have
planned for this year. Many of
y’all are able to get back to

Get out, enjoy the sunshine and join
us in catching up with our friends as
we begin new projects.
Let’s
welcome the new day together.

- Shellie Blake

Social Circle

Our annual Kids Summer Sewing Camps are scheduled. Sign up as soon
as possible.

Beginning sewing camp includes projects and a sewing machine!
Advanced kids camp requires that kids already know how to work their sewing machine. Preferable have
attended a beginning sewing camp.
Advanced Kids Sewing Camp June 21-25, 9am-1pm
Beginning Kids Sewing Camp July 5-9, 9am-1pm

Sniplets
When you cut multiple strips of
fabric, do you get the dreaded
“widow’s peak”? You know, that
pesky ridge that happens at the
fold of the fabric when the strip is
opened up? Do ya want to get rid
of it forever? Here’s how!
Whenever you are cutting a strip,
put a straight line of the ruler on
the fold of the fabric, then make a
clean cut. Now when you are
cutting the strips keep the line on
the fold and the edge of the ruler
on the clean cut. When the two
edges can not line up anymore,
redo your clean cut, then proceed
with cutting strips.
If you always keep the ruler even
with the FOLD you will always
avoid the widow’s peak. Voilá!

Spotlight

Customer Focus

Linda Kerr
inda Kerr was born in
Battlecreek, MI. She is the
oldest of 5 children with 3
sisters and 1 brother. When
Linda was 13 her family
moved to Little Rock,
because her dad was in the
Air Force. When he finished his tour of
duty, he decided to open his own stereo
shop. A great deal of his work was putting
stereo systems into cars for different
dealerships. Linda worked for her dad
while she was in high school and her job
was to drive the cars back and forth
between the dealerships to her dad’s shop
to have the stereos installed. (One of her
favorite jobs she’s had.)
She graduated from Northeast High School
and then attended ASU in Jonesboro.
Linda was studying Criminology at ASU
when her dad told her she would have to

quit school because he was opening a new
shop and he wouldn’t be able to pay tuition.
So he hired her to run his new shop and
make it her own. It was a Ceramic shop and
it was in the same retail shopping center as
her moms knitting shop in North Little Rock.
Although the shop was a ton of work, Linda
really enjoyed it. She closed her shop a few
years later when she got married. Linda
was able to be a stay at home mom and soon
had 4 children. 3 boys and 1 girl. When
her kids were 9,8,7 & 5 years old she got
divorced and went back to work.
Linda decided to try her hand at waitressing
and so she went to work at Po’ Folks. One
day in 1989 a group of police officers came
into the diner.
It seemed that the service was slow til finally
Linda went to their table to take their order.
She told them that no one wanted to take
their table because they wouldn’t tip. She
told them that the tips were their pay because
otherwise they only made $2.05/hour.
Danny was one of the officers in the group

and he made a suggestion that they all tip
one dollar and Linda told him that would
be a good start. She then started waiting
their table frequently.
Danny asked her to go out with him and
she said it was his lucky day ‘cuz she had
just broken up with her boyfriend. When
he showed up for the date he brought along
his 4 girls. (she didn’t know he had). They
continued to date and were married in
1991. Together they had a houseful, with
8 children, 5 girls and 3 boys with ages
3,4,5,6,7,9,10 & 11.
Danny and Linda have been married 30
years and now have added 10 grandkids
and 2 great grandkids.

Linda started sewing when she was 13 in
a HomeEc class. All she had to do was
thread her sewing machine correctly and
the teacher gave her an A. Over the years
Linda has sewn everything from clothes
and swimsuits to scrubs and quilts. The
first quilt she made was from a picture in
a magazine. She figured it all out on her
own, cut, pieced and hand quilted it in 5
days (3 of those days was doing the hand
quilting).
She loves to sew, embroider, and quilt.
She currently does a ton of projects and
embroidery for her Etsy store. The past
few months she has been embroidering lots
of tea towels for different occasions using

both her Creative Icon and Pfaff MultiNeedle Embroidery machine.
Linda has tons of fun and interesting
stories and it is a pleasure to visit with her,
sew with her, enjoy her and be inspired by
her.

Story Corner
The Dog Park
Written by Darren Blake
Rosa walked along the tree-lined
141st Street in Upper Manhattan while
Bailey strained at her leash, forging out
ahead and sniffing at the base of every
tree, pole, hydrant, or any other structure
they came across. Presumably Bailey was
gathering information from other dogs
that had passed this way. Rosa had always been amused (and sometimes a little
annoyed) the way Bailey walked along
briskly, only to stop and smell something
while Rosa practically ran her over as a
result of the sudden stop.
After following 141st Street for
four blocks, Rosa and Bailey turned south
to follow Amsterdam Avenue for another
six blocks to locate the large dog park
Rosa had searched out on the internet.
This was a very strange, new experience
for both Rosa and her canine companion.
They had recently moved to Manhattan
from Junction City, Kansas. Coincidentally, Junction City was not far from Manhattan, Kansas. When she had disclosed
to friends that she would be moving to
Manhattan to care for her aging mother,
most had assumed that Rosa would be
moving just up the road and would still be
able to return to visit regularly. She had
explained that visits to Junction City
would be very unlikely since the Manhattan to which she was moving was part of
New York City. The new environment

was certainly a change from where they
had been living. In Kansas, the area
around her house had a lot of open space
and fields, so it was easy to walk Bailey
and let her frolic without a leash. But here
in Upper Manhattan, dog owners had to
travel to specially designed parks to allow
their animals to play and exercise. And
for Rosa and Bailey, they had to walk
about ten city blocks to get to the dog park
set aside for larger animals.
Two blocks away from the dog
park entrance, Rosa began to observe the
buildings in this part of town. Most of
them were older apartment buildings,
ranging from six to nine stories and
seemed well-kept. She heard someone
refer to these buildings as tenements, but
that term seemed to convey an image of
run-down dwellings, which these were
not. She made a mental note to ask someone from the neighborhood about it.
Coming from a much more rural environment, there would be a lot of things she
would have to learn. It still puzzled her a
little as to the reason her mother had
moved here from the Midwest. Rosa’s
mother had explained that it was to be
close to some friends from her college
days, but she suspected that it had more to
do with getting away from familiar things
after her father had died. Now in slowly
failing health, Rosa’s mother really had

no one else to turn to. Most of the friends
she had moved to be close to or had made
since moving to Manhattan were now
either deceased or were in similarly poor
health.
Rosa spotted the entrance to the
dog park and crossed the street toward it.
Bailey had already sensed the presence of
other dogs and was pulling hard on the
leash. The entrance to the park was a tall
gate that pushed inward to allow dogs and
their owners to enter easily, but had a
spring to keep the door closed so that
visiting animals could not escape without
their owners in tow. All around the park
was a tall iron fence that no dog could
squeeze through or jump over. On the
gate were listed some rules for all visitors.
Rosa stopped to read the list, which consisted of fifteen rules including the requirement to clean up after a pet and to
remove immediately any animals expressing aggressive behavior. The rules all
made sense, especially since this was a
leash-free park and the dogs were able to
roam freely but must still remain under
the owner’s control.
Pushing through the gate and into
the park, Rosa looked around to get her
bearings. It was a pretty big park for this
part of town. There were narrow concrete
sidewalks winding throughout the dog
park, with a large, circular in-ground wad-

ing pool situated right near the center.
There were already three dogs romping
through the water in the pool, which
looked to be about eight or nine inches
deep. “Look, Bailey!” Rosa said, looking
down at her best friend, “They even have
a swimming pool for you!” Bailey shifted
from one foot to another in a little dance
dogs always did when they were anxious
to be free of the leash to run and play. But
before giving Bailey her immediate freedom, Rosa thought it prudent to walk
around a little, meet some of the owners,
and get a better feel of how things were
done in this park.
Benches lined sections of the
sidewalk, which were arranged across the
walk from each other, presumably so that
the owners could sit and talk with one
another while their pets played and exercised. Rosa saw a few individual owners
scattered around the park, with a few gathered in groups of two or three on the
benches. However, there was a group of
four women sitting on a set of benches
down to her left. They all looked to be
about in her own age range, which was
sixty, give or take ten years for each of
them. As she and Bailey approached
them, they suspended their conversation
to look at the new arrivals. With almost
unanimity, they suddenly began to ooh
and ahh as their eyes spotted Bailey and
they all reached out to let her sniff their
hands and receive love and petting.
“She’s so beautiful!” one woman
observed. “It is a she, right?”
Rosa smiled. “Yes, her name is
Bailey. I’m Rosa. You’ve all got dogs
here too?”

All four of the women began to
speak simultaneously and point at dogs
around the park, but Rosa’s confused
smile made them realize that they should
make some order out of the chaos. The
woman nearest Rosa laughed lightly.
“Guess I’ll go first. I’m Arlene. If you
look over near those bushes, you’ll see
Marley. He’s a Bull Mastiff.”
Rosa directed her eyes to the area
Arlene indicated. Marley was a very large
tan dog with short hair and a black muzzle
who was running with another dog who
looked like a smaller twin of himself.
“I’m Judy,” another woman said. Marley
is over there with my dog Scout. Scout is
a boxer.
“They’re very beautiful,” observed Rosa.
“Hi Rosa,” said a third woman.
“My name is Jill. My dog is a female
German Shepherd whose name is Piper.
She’s already run out of steam and is over
lying in the shade of the tree not too far
from the wading pool there.”
Rosa looked at Piper, who was
looking back at her owner and the group
of women. “She’s keeping an eye on you,
I see,” said Rosa.
“She’s very protective,” Jill responded with a smile while gazing over at
her dog. The love on her face for her pet
was very evident.
“So, my name is Holly,” said the
last woman on the bench. “The reddish
dog playing in the pool is Angel. She’s an
Irish Setter, and if I let her, she’d stay in
the pool all day. She just loves the water.
I’ll bet Bailey loves the water too, am I
right?”

Rosa laughed and reached down
to pet Bailey’s head. “Oh yeah.”
“Why don’t you let her off the
leash?” Arlene asked. “Let her get to
know the other dogs here in the park.
She’s not aggressive, right? I’ve never
seen a Golden who was aggressive.”
Rosa shook her head. “No,
Bailey is certainly not aggressive.” Suddenly Rosa felt apprehensive. “There
aren’t any aggressive dogs here in the
park are there? I saw on the rules list that
aggressive dogs were unwelcome.”
All of the women shook their
heads. “No,” Jill answered. “The other
owners would immediately react if a dog
fight started and the Park Manager would
expel the aggressive dog and its owner.
Most all of the dogs that ever visit here
have been coming for a long time and all
of the animals are familiar with one another. I can’t think of the last time we had a
problem.”
“There’s a Park Manager here?”
Rosa asked.
All of the women looked at one
another as if sharing an inside joke. “Oh
yes,” replied Holly. “You can’t miss him.
He walks the park paths every couple of
hours. He’s sort of portly and has a long
mustache. Do you know who the actor
Wilford Brimley was? Imagine he has a
twin. That’s Mr. Chumley, our Park Manager, or PM. Except he prefers to be
called the ‘Pack Master.’ Get it?”
All of the ladies chuckled at the
comment and Rosa nodded her head. “I
get it. Is he sort of gruff too?”
“He’s actually pretty gentle,”
Holly replied. “Not really what you’d
expect from a New Yorker, right? Of

course, if he has to confront an unruly
owner or dog, he can get pretty forceful.
That doesn’t happen very often, though. In
the five years I’ve been coming to this
park, I’ve only seen him get highly assertive twice.”
Rosa looked down at Bailey. “Behave yourself, baby,” she said as she unclipped the leash. Bailey took a final sniff
of a couple of the ladies on the benches and
set out to explore the park. Rosa took a
seat next to Arlene who was sitting next to
Judy. Jill and Holly were sitting on the
facing bench across the narrow sidewalk.
Rosa noticed that each of the women held
a circular hoop of some kind. Rosa gestured toward the hoops. “So what are you
doing with all of those?” she asked.
“We are hand quilting,” Arlene
answered. “Have you ever done any quilting?”
Rosa shook her head. “I remember
my grandmother quilting, but she had a
frame that dropped down from the ceiling.
I’ve never done much in the way of sewing
or quilting.”
“Arlene got us all started,” Holly
said. “As each of us started coming to the
dog park, we saw what she was doing and
discovered that it was a very nice activity
we could also participate in while we sat
and talked. It keeps the hands busy yet
allows you to be sociable.”
“You all come to the park regularly then?” Rosa asked.
“Every day that the weather permits,” Judy answered. “Which is most
days, even in the winter. Days when it’s
raining, we usually come here for a limited
time and don’t bother to bring our hoops
out.”

Rosa looked again at the quilting
hoops. “How does it work?” she asked.
Jill picked up her volume of material to show Rosa. “First, we put together
a quilt top made from pieced fabric into a
specific design. This one here is called a
‘log cabin’ design. On the back is just a
solid piece of fabric. And between the
two we have this thicker cotton material
called ‘batting.’ We snug the three of
them together in a hoop which draws the
three materials tightly together and then
we sew a design that binds them permanently together. That last step is the actual
quilting. There are a couple more steps to
finish it off, but the part we do here in the
park typically takes the longest, which
gives us time to work and talk with one
another. Arlene taught the skill to all of
us.”
“But you don’t have to be a quilter
to sit and talk with us,” Arlene said. Feel
free to join us each day if you would like.
We love getting to know new dog owners.”
For the next two hours, while Bailey ran and jumped and played with the
other dogs in the park, Rosa became better
acquainted with the quilting ladies, as she
referred to them in her own mind. She
found she was very drawn to them and that
they had very similar personalities to her
own. The dog park became a place of
comfort in a very large, very unfamiliar
city. Rosa even told her homebound
mother about her adventure and was glad
when her mother encouraged her to make
a daily trek to the park to let Bailey exercise and allow Rosa to develop much
needed friendships.
On her third visit to the dog park,
Holly asked her if she had any interest in

joining the group in their quilting activity. “I’d like to say ‘yes’ but I really
don’t know the first thing about sewing,” she answered. “Where would I
learn?”
“Oh, that’s not a problem,” Jill
answered. Every Tuesday, Thursday,
and Saturday we meet at the Westhills
Community Center a couple of blocks
from here. They are dog friendly, so we
head over after our pets have had their
fill of running through the park, so
they’re tired and ready for a nap. We
keep our sewing machines in a locker
there and work on quilt tops for about
three hours. Just like you, none of us
knew much about quilting and sewing
until Arlene got us started. Now it’s
really one of our favorite activities of the
week.” Jill reached over to put her hand
on Rosa’s forearm. “Do you have a
sewing machine?”
“I’m pretty sure my mother still
has hers,” Rosa answered. “She used to
do a fair amount of sewing on an older
Pfaff machine. I’m betting it still runs
well.”
“Wonderful!” Jill and Arlene
said together. “Bring it next Tuesday,”
Arlene continued, “and we’ll all head
over to Westhills to get you started.
Don’t worry about thread or fabric right
now. We’ve got more than enough to
help you through your first project.”
Rosa’s mother showed Rosa
where she kept the old sewing machine.
Rosa lifted it onto the table and they
both went to work making sure it was in
working order. Despite resting in the
bottom of a closet for several years, the

machine seemed to be in pretty good
shape. Rosa practiced sewing straight
stitches of varying lengths so that she
would be at least minimally prepared to be
taught some of the essentials of quilt making. It was too heavy to carry in its regular
case all the way to the Westhills Community Center, but it did fit into one of Rosa’s
rolling suitcases, so at least she had a way
to transport it.
On the appointed Tuesday, Rosa
clipped the leash onto Bailey’s collar,
grabbed the handle to the rolling suitcase,
and made the ten-block walk to the dog
park. The trip was less of a struggle than
she had imagined. Bailey’s gentle tug at
the leash and the ease of rolling the suitcase kept them moving along quickly and
smoothly. She sat next to her group of
new friends on the bench while their dogs
frolicked as usual. Bailey tired out faster
than Scout, Piper, Marley, or Angel. That
was to be expected, Rosa thought to herself. Bailey was almost nine years old,
which was getting to be pretty old for a
Golden Retriever. Large dogs had a shorter life expectancy than the smaller breeds.
A big dog like Bailey or Marley the Bull
Mastiff reaching eleven years of age was
more the exception than the rule. Little
dogs might live to fifteen or even beyond
sometimes. Rosa glanced over at Bailey
who was lying in the shady cool grass of
the park. Someday she would be gone, but
Rosa preferred not to think about that right
now. She would just continue to treasure
the time they still had together.
Angel, Holly’s Irish Setter was the
last of the dogs to tire and retreat to the
cooler and shadier area near her owner. At
about that same time, Mr. Chumley the

Park Manager (or Pack Master if one
were to ask him) strolled by. Rosa realized the description the other ladies had
given had been right on the money. He
could easily pass for Wilford Brimley.
“And how are my favorite quilting ladies
today?” he asked in a friendly yet gravelly voice.
They all answered him in their
own way. Judy introduced him to Rosa
and Bailey. Mr. Chumley approached
Bailey and crouched down to let her sniff
his hand, then petted her gently across
her head and back. “Beautiful girl
you’ve got there, Miss Rosa.”
“Thank you,” Rosa answered.
“She seems to like you.”
Mr. Chumley smiled. “Well,” he
said, “I like dogs and they seem to sense
that. So they like me back.”
After a little more small talk with
Mr. Chumley, in which the ladies explained that Rosa would be learning the
art of quilting and joining their little informal group, he excused himself and
continued his stroll around the park.
Anticipation had been building in Rosa’s
mind to move to the Community Center
to begin learning. Even at her age, the
thought of learning a new skill was exhilarating. She felt some of the same stirrings she had felt when, at the age of
seven, she had walked down the road to
begin piano lessons. After one lesson
she had been hooked, and she continued
honing her musical skills for many years.
She had served as her church congregation’s pianist and organist for almost
thirty years and would often retire to the
quiet confines of the small chapel just to
play and hear the beautiful tones of the

hymns all by herself. Rosa hoped she
would love this new artistic expression as
much as she had loved music.
The Westhills Community Center
was a multi-faceted, multi-story building
that served as a gathering place for many of
the locals. The top floor catered to pingpong and other gaming; the middle floor
seemed like a local library with books and
computers available. There was also an
information and guidance station to help
those seeking work to submit online job
applications. The first floor had a variety
of rooms with tables and chairs that could
be reserved. The quilting group kept a
standard reservation for the times they
liked to get together. On the first floor were
also locked storage areas where the ladies
could keep their sewing machines and materials so that they didn’t have to schlep
them back and forth from home. There was
also an attached gymnasium with basketball courts and an outdoor rec area with
even more basketball courts.
All of the other ladies had rolling
bags containing their sewing machines and
assorted hardware, and Rosa felt that her
choice of luggage to house and transport
her sewing machine fit right in. They set
up quickly and efficiently. While the other
ladies began working on their existing projects, Arlene sat with Rosa to find a good
pattern for her to begin learning the craft.
They settled on a fairly simple pattern of
blocks and sashing, and Arlene helped Rosa begin cutting fabric and setting it out to
see how it would all be sewn together. The
dogs that had accompanied them were
clearly worn out from the romp at the dog
park and were lying on the cool tile all
around the room. By the time three hours

had gone by, Rosa had almost her entire
project cut out but had yet to even touch
her sewing machine. That was okay,
though, because she was enjoying the process and the company and conversation
among the participants.
Rosa’s mother was glad to hear
that she enjoyed her first quilting experience and hoped her daughter continued to
have fun with it. Over the next several
weeks, Rosa received help and guidance
from each of the other ladies and little by
little she became more self-sufficient.
When she eventually completed her first
quilt top, it was time to learn the art of
quilting it by hand using a hoop. This she
was able to do at the dog park while the
pets ran and played, once again with the
help of her new friends. Meeting at the
dog park was ever a delight, and Rosa
enjoyed the conversations they had, sometimes discussing dogs or family or just
current events. Even when the weather
was stormy and did not allow them to take
along their hand quilting, the dogs still
expected to go to the park and play. On
these occasions, the quilting ladies stood
together under umbrellas while the pets
romped.
Six months after Rosa had begun
visiting the dog park, something unusual
happened. Holly had begun hand quilting
a quilt top that she had actually finished
three years previously. Bailey had caught
the scent of something in it and kept returning to sniff at the material. Rosa was
apologetic for her dog’s intrusion, but
Holly just laughed it off and said Bailey
could sniff it as much or as often as she
wanted. But then Bailey began sitting
directly in front of Holly after only a few

minutes of play with the other dogs.
Something had really caught her attention with Holly’s quilt and the ladies
speculated what Bailey found so interesting.
“You know,” Holly had postulated, “I picked up this fabric after a drive
to Dallas. I stopped at quilt shops in
Texas, Arkansas, and Tennessee. Maybe
one of the owners had a dog and its scent
transferred to the fabric.”
“Maybe she likes the fabric patterns or the pattern of the quilt top,” Judy
suggested.
“I’ve never seen an animal interested in something like this,” Arlene said.
“Bailey just sits there and watches Holly
work. It’s quite the mystery.”
Day after day, Bailey ran
through the park for only a few minutes
and then returned to sit at Holly’s feet for
the duration of the visit. Even when the
group settled in at the Community Center
and Holly worked on putting together
other quilt tops, Bailey settled in next to
the bag that held the particular quilt.
Rosa had expected the phase to blow
over, but Bailey was consistent. If only
she could allow Bailey to talk for a few
minutes, she’d ask what had her pet so
intrigued. And as long as Bailey was
talking, she would ask why dogs sometimes ate grass, she thought humorously
to herself.
A few weeks after she had begun
working on the quilt, Holly finished the
last stitches of the binding and settled
back with a big sigh. “Done with another!” she exclaimed. All of the ladies of
the group gave a mini-cheer of congratulations. Holly turned to Rosa. “I wasn’t

sure what I was going to do with this
quilt,” she said. “But I want to show you
something.” Holly turned the quilt to a
large grey patch so that Rosa could see the
quilting in it. “What do you think?”
Rosa inspected the quilting and
found that Holly had stitched an incredibly accurate outline and detail of Bailey
sitting in front of her into the fabric.
“That’s amazing!” Rosa exclaimed. “I
didn’t even notice you working on that!”
Holly laughed. “Well, I had the
perfect model sitting before me for all that
time! And now I would like to give the
quilt to you. You can spread it out on the
floor for Bailey to lie on or do anything
else you would like. I just know that it
will be more appreciated at your house
than any other destination it might find.”
Rosa hardly knew what to say.
Back at her home, Rosa asked her
mother what she thought about spreading
a quilt out for Bailey to sleep on. Quilts
were usable works of art and most quilters
would be reluctant to allow an animal to
make it a bed, but her mother agreed with
Holly that for some reason, it should belong to Bailey. Rosa spread it out beside
her own bed and Bailey immediately laid
down on it. So be it, Rosa thought to
herself.
Winter came and went in the city,
and visits to the dog park and the community center continued to be a regular activity for Rosa and Bailey. Rosa was
saddened to see Bailey’s age becoming
ever more of an issue. Her joints seemed
to be bothering her even though Bailey
received medicine to keep her bones and
joints healthy. By the end of winter,

Bailey rarely romped through the park any
more. Now she just contented herself to
remain by Rosa’s side and sleep in the craft
room while the ladies worked on quilts and
other projects. As soon as they arrived back
at home, Bailey moved stiffly to lie down
on her quilt. She rarely ventured away from
it anymore. The quilt ladies could see that
it was taking a toll on Rosa, knowing that
Bailey didn’t have much time left, and they
tried to offer her hope and consolation when
it seemed appropriate.
Bailey had always been a heavy
breather when she slept, and one night in
June Rosa awakened when something
seemed amiss in her bedroom. At first she
wasn’t able to determine why she had awakened, until she realized she couldn’t hear
Bailey breathing. Slowly, she reached
down to pet the head of the animal who had
been her best friend for ten years, and realized that her friend was no longer breathing
or moving. She had slipped away, lying on
the quilt that had somehow enraptured her
months before. Rosa stroked Bailey’s head
for a little while, until her emotions overtook her and she sobbed silently for the
remainder of the night.
When morning finally arrived, Rosa told her mother about Bailey and then she
called Holly to tell her and to ask her to pass
along the news to the group. Rosa discovered that in the city there were a host of
businesses that catered to the disposition of
pets who had passed from this life. All of
them offered pick-up and cremation services, so Rosa called one that was located not

far from her mother’s apartment. She
didn’t know what she expected when two
men came to collect Bailey, but was surprised and gratified to find they treated her
pet with reverence and respect, the way
someone might treat the mortal remains of
a human loved one. They were dressed in
crisp blue and grey uniforms and they covered and then lifted Bailey onto a small
gurney, apparently designed specifically
for that purpose. They asked Rosa if she
would like to visit Bailey one more time
before the cremation, but the hole in Rosa’s
heart would not allow her to hold on that
tight. Seeing her friend lifeless once was
all her emotions could possibly tolerate.
Instead, she asked simply to alert her when
Bailey’s ashes could be retrieved.
Rosa didn’t join her quilting
friends at the park or at the Community
Center until after she was able to pick up
Bailey’s ashes three days later. When she
joined them in the dog park, a profound
melancholy settled on her, even though her
friends commiserated with her and tried to
console her the best they could. Even Mr.
Chumley stopped by on his rounds to express sympathy. “Probably too soon to
ask,” he said, “but have you thought about
getting another dog?”
Rosa sighed. “I don’t think so,”
she answered. “I’m not sure I can go
through this again, and you always outlive
your pets. I’ve got a hole in my heart that
I don’t think can be filled.”
Mr. Chumley nodded with understanding. He had seen this scenario play

out many times. Sometimes the
wounded soul found another pet,
sometimes not. “Well, you certainly
have my deepest sympathy,” he said.
“She was a wonderful dog and I’m
sure a superb companion. I hope
you’re able to find some peace.”
After Mr. Chumley had departed from the group, Jill turned to
Rosa. “What are you going to do with
Bailey’s ashes?” she asked.
The supply of tears that Rosa
had thought exhausted now burst forth
anew. She had thought about the answer to that question but had not fully
confronted it until now. “I think I’m
going to take a road trip back to Junction City, Kansas,” she finally answered. “I think I’ll spread her ashes
along the walking paths that we spent
so much time together on. I’m hoping
a trip like that will allow me to get past
this.” Rosa shook her head a little as
if to clear her thinking. “It seems
irrational that losing a pet can have as
big an impact as losing a family member.”
Arlene put her arm across Rosa’s shoulder.
“Remember who
you’re talking to. We all understand.
We’ll be here when you get back, and
we’ll keep a prayer in our hearts for
you while you’re away.”
* * * * *
It had been two weeks since
the quilting ladies had seen Rosa
when she pushed through the spring-

loaded gate on the side of the dog park. As
she walked down the path toward them,
they noticed that in her hand she held one
end of a leash. At the other end of the leash
was a little black puppy with brown markings and a bobbed tail. They were all delighted to see that Rosa was smiling.
As Rosa met the group, everyone
wanted to reach down and pet the new addition to the dog park visitors’ log. Arlene
put her hand on Rosa’s arm. “So how did
this happen?” she asked with amusement
in her voice.
“Well, that’s quite a story,” Rosa
answered. She reached down and disconnected the leash from the pup who began
sniffing all around the area without straying too far from Rosa. Everyone sat down
on the benches in their normal fashion so
they could all hear what Rosa had to say.
“I got to Junction City,” Rosa began, “and
after stopping at the house of some friends
where I had arranged to stay, I took Bailey’s ashes to one of the areas where we
spent the most time together. I scattered
her ashes among the plants and trees.
Then I went back to my friends’ place and
cried for three hours. They tried to distract
me and entertain me, but I wasn’t much in
the mood. Then on about the fourth day
there, they wanted to take me to see another of their friends who had dogs. I didn’t
much see the point, but I agreed so as not
to be too much of a drag on their good
will. We walked together through a gate
to the back yard. There was a deck on the
back of the house that was elevated a couple of feet off the ground and had three
steps leading down to the lawn. There was
a whole cluster of Rottweiler pups gathered around their mama up on the deck.

When they saw us, all of them except one
gathered more closely around their mother.
The one pup who didn’t, suddenly galloped full speed toward the steps and
launched himself off the deck right toward
us, flying over the entire little stairway and
onto the lawn, where he sort of plowed
face first into the lawn.” Rosa laughed a
little at the memory. “In my mind’s eye, I
can still see him in a Superman pose, flying off the deck with his little front paws
stretched out before him and his hind feet
trailing. Anyway, he ran right to me and
before I knew it, I was on the ground with
him playing and petting him. The owner
of the pups seemed kind of surprised by
how this pup acted. He said, ‘Huh, well
that’s new!’ My friends proclaimed that I
had not chosen to be a new dog owner, but
a dog had chosen it for me. They even offered to buy the little fellow for me, since
Rottweilers are not an inexpensive breed.
I knew it was their way of helping me heal
from losing Bailey, and even though I was
skeptical, I agreed. So here we are.”
“What’s his name?” Holly asked.
“I have decided to call him
‘Jethro,’” Rosa replied.
“He seems really attached to you,”
Judy said. “He hasn’t wandered more than
twenty or thirty feet from you.”
Rosa glanced at Jethro as he trotted from sniffing a tree a few feet down
the path to take a spot on the grass behind
her. Even as a puppy, he was already developing that distinctive Rottweiler gait
that kept his legs straight and his body
moving evenly without a lot of up and
down motion. “We do love to play together,” Rosa finally answered. I forgot how
puppies sometimes play though,” she

laughed. “Look at my arms. He has those
sharp little puppy teeth that puncture your
skin and I’ve got wounds up and down my
arms. He doesn’t realize he’s doing any
damage and I’m not about to discipline
him for it. It’s part of being a puppy and
probably part of his breed to play this way.
He’ll grow out of it. I’ve had acquaintances who had Rottweilers and they are total
love sponges, so long as they are treated
well and not groomed to be aggressive.”
“I had a Rottweiler once,” said Jill.
“You’re right, they are one of the most
loving breeds you can imagine. They’re
kind of scary the way they move and they
look fierce, but they really are the best of
friends.”
Rosa cast a glance behind herself
to find Jethro lying on the grass, his two
front paws stretched out ahead of him, his
hind legs stretched out behind him, and his
head on the grass facing forward. With his
black coat, brown markings, and bobbed
tail, he looked for all the world like a little
bear rug lying there on the ground. Of
course, she still missed Bailey terribly, but
she also realized that the hole that had
been in her heart was beginning to heal.

The End.

